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Abstract: Precipitation, as an important part of the hydrological cycle, is often related to flood and
drought. In this study, we collected daily rainfall data from 21 rainfall stations in Shaanxi Province
from 1961 to 2017, and calculated eight extreme climate indices. Annual and seasonal concentration
indices (CI) were also calculated. The trends in the changes in precipitation were calculated using
the M–K test and Sen’s slope. The results show that the precipitation correlation index and CI
(concentration index) in Shaanxi Province are higher in the south and lower in the north. For the
annual scale, the CI value ranges from 0.6369 to 0.6820, indicating that Shaanxi Province has a high
precipitation concentration and an uneven distribution of annual precipitation. The eight extreme
precipitation indices of most rainfall stations showed a downward trend during the study period,
and more than half of the stations passed the 0.05 confidence interval test. Among them, the Z value
of PRCPTOT (annual total precipitation in wet days) at Huashan station reached −6.5270. The lowest
slope of PRCPTOT reached −14.3395. This shows that annual rainfall in Shaanxi Province has been
decreasing in recent decades. These findings could be used to make decisions about water resources
and drought risk management in Shaanxi Province, China.

Keywords: extreme precipitation; concentration index; climate change; Shaanxi province

1. Introduction

The hydrological cycle in many watersheds and regions of the world is undergoing
major changes due to climate change and the intensification of human activities [1–3]. The
probability of extreme precipitation events has increased in the context of climate change,
and they usually lead to catastrophic flash floods, soil erosion [4,5] and threaten water bal-
ances [6]. Because of its impact on natural ecosystems, social economies, human settlements,
and agricultural production, changes in extreme precipitation have attracted increasing
attention from many fields such as agriculture, disaster prevention, environmental policy
and water resources management, which has resulted in a growing amount of research
on related issues [7–11]. In recent years, many researchers have analyzed precipitation
changes at different spatial scales, and most studies have found that extreme precipitation
events have increased [12–16]. According to certain research, the percentage of severe
precipitation in regard to total yearly precipitation is rising [17,18].

Globally, with every one degree increase in temperature, average precipitation is
predicted to rise by two to three percent, because it is mainly a process with limited
energy [19]. The frequency of extreme precipitation events will increase due to the combined
effect of thermodynamics and storm dynamics, with temperatures increasing by 7% or
more for every degree increase [20–23].

At the intercontinental and international level, the northwest of Mexico, Australia, the
arid and semi-arid regions of Asia, Paraguay, the subtropical Argentina, the Arctic, the
Northeast Pacific, the northern half of Europe, Brazil, and the source of intermediate water
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between North America and Antarctica, have shown an increase in annual precipitation. In
temperate Asia, northern Asia, the Southwest Pacific, southern Europe and tropical Africa,
the annual precipitation has been found to show a decreasing trend [24]. In addition, annual
precipitation in tropical areas such as Japan and Colombia has no significant trends [4,25].

The mainland of China has an obvious continental monsoon climate with diverse
landforms and climatic characteristics. The climate of China is greatly influenced by the East
Asian monsoon [26]. Of course, large-scale atmospheric circulations, such as the Indian
Ocean Dipole (IOD), El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO), North Atlantic Oscillation
(NAO), and the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) also have an impact on China’s climate.
Seasons, inter-years, and decadals all demonstrate non-stationary patterns in regard to
precipitation [27–29]. Therefore, for decision makers to create disaster reduction measures,
a comprehensive study on variations in severe precipitation in different areas of China and
the factors that affect these variations is critical [30–32]. Gu et al. [33] used daily monitoring
data from 728 weather stations in China to calculate and evaluate the changes in extreme
precipitation. Guo et al. [12] analyzed precipitation concentration at 780 rainfall stations in
China from 1961 to 2016, and its potential association with drought. The results showed
that the annual drought trend is decreasing. Shi et al. [34] discussed the precipitation trends
and temporal and spatial periodic changes at 31 stations in the Lancang River Basin during
1960–2010. Hsu et al. [35] analyzed the impact of boreal summer intra-seasonal oscillations
on extreme precipitation events in Southern China. Song et al. [36] investigated the non-
stationarity of severe precipitation occurrences using daily precipitation data from the
Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei (BTH) area of China. There are regional disparities in the frequency
and severity of severe precipitation due to variances in climatic and geographical factors in
different parts of China [37].

Researchers have done a great deal of research on extreme precipitation, but there
is little data on the number of days it rains or the concentration of the precipitation. As
a result, various precipitation concentration indices have arisen [9]. Among them, the
concentration index (CI) [38] can be used to examine precipitation concentrations on a daily
scale. Trend analysis is a key method for forecasting future extreme precipitation [39]. The
M–K test is one of the most popular trend test methods and has been widely used around
the world [40]. For example, Longobardi et al. conducted an M–K test on the non-perennial
and annual rainfall data in the Mediterranean area [41]. Vishwakarma et al. used the M–K
method to provide the trends in rainfall and temperature at different time scales in the
Sagar District, India [42].

Rainfall in China shows significant regional variations due to complex atmospheric
circulation and topography. In fact, the proxy data used in previous studies primarily
reflect the moisture variability in the warm season. Generally, the North–South mode
coupled with the West–East mode represents a warm season tripolar hydroclimatic pattern
in China with three centers located in the arid region (Xinjiang), semi-arid region (North
China), and humid region (South China) during the last millennium [43]. Shaanxi Province
is in the transition zone between the semi-aridzone and humid zone. There are great spatial
differences in climate in Shaanxi Province [44]. Research on extreme precipitation events
in Shaanxi Province could provide a reference for a response to climate change and the
formulation of disaster prevention and mitigation plans in the province. Therefore, the
objectives of this study were: (i) to use the daily precipitation dataset for Shaanxi Province
from 1961 to 2017 to examine the temporal and geographic properties of the precipitation
indices; (ii) to use the concentration index (CI) to analyze the uneven temporal distribution
of precipitation and the link between precipitation concentration and precipitation structure,
and (iii) to study the trends in the precipitation CI by using the Mann–Kendall trend test
and Sen’s slope. Figure 1 presents the flowchart of the methodology.
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Figure 1. Flowchart of the methodology.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area

Shaanxi Province (105◦29′–111◦15′ E, 31◦42′–39◦35′ N) is located in northwestern
China (Figure 2). Shaanxi Province is landlocked and is surrounded by eight provinces,
the largest number of neighboring provinces in China. Its advantage is that it connects the
east with the west. The topography of Shaanxi is generally high in the north and south and
low in the centre. The average elevation of Shaanxi Province is 1127 m; the highest average
elevation of each city in Shaanxi is Baoji City at a height of 1351 m, and the city with the
lowest average elevation is Weinan City at a height of 675 m. Shaanxi is divided into three
natural zones by the Beishan and Qinling Mountains: the Northern Shaanxi Plateau in the
north, the Guanzhong Plain in the center, and the Qinba Mountains in the south.
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2.2. Data

The National Meteorological Information Center (http://data.cma.cn/) provided the
total daily rainfall data (accessed on 1 March 2022) for 21 stations (Table 1) in Shaanxi
Province from 1961 to 2017. Quality checks and controls were carried out before the data
release. Less than 5% of the selected data series was missing.

Table 1. Stations’ name and coordinates.

Station Name Latitude Longitude Station Name Latitude Longitude

Yulin 38.16 N 109.47 E Huashan 34.29 N 110.05 E
Shenmu 38.49 N 110.28 E Qindu 34.24 N 108.43 E
Dingbian 37.35 N 107.35 E Liuba 33.38 N 106.56 E
Hengshan 37.56 N 109.14 E Fuoping 33.31 N 107.59 E

Suide 37.30 N 110.13 E Shangxian 33.52 N 109.58 E
Changwu 35.12 N 107.48 E Ningqiang 32.5 N 106.15 E
Luochuan 35.46 N 109.25 E Shiquan 33.03 N 108.16 E
Pucheng 34.57 N 109.35 E Zhenba 32.32 N 107.54 E

Taibai 34.02 N 107.19 E Ankang 32.43 N 109.02 E
Yongshou 34.42 N 108.09 E Zhenping 31.54 N 109.32 E
Wugong 34.15 N 108.13 E

2.3. Homogenization of Data

Inhomogeneity in a precipitation time series might be a long-term trend or an abrupt
change [45]. When researching climate change, a homogeneous time series is required
to eliminate the effects of nonclimatic elements such as changes in observation locations,
timing, and instruments [46].

To assess the homogeneity of data, the RHtests dlyPrcp software package was uti-
lized [47]. The RHtests dlyPrcp software program [48] is comparable to the RHtestsV3 and
RHtestsV4 tools, but it is tailored to homogenize daily precipitation data time series [49–51].
Only two stations detected significant changepoints at 0.05 significant level. Each precipita-
tion series with significant changepoints was then adjusted to the most recent segment of
the data series using RHtests dlyPrcp’s mean-adjustments [52]. Finally, we obtained the
homogenized daily precipitation time series at each of the two locations.

2.4. Methods
2.4.1. Extreme Precipitation Indices

The five extreme precipitation indicators (Table 2) employed in this study were cho-
sen from ETCCDI’s (http://cccma.seos.uvic.ca/ETCCDMI) 27 core extreme indicators
(accessed on 20 March 2021) [53], which were established based on daily temperature and
precipitation data [33,54]. In addition, R25 and R50 were also applied in this study. Rain
events with daily rainfall of more than 25 mm are called heavy rains and an event with
a daily rainfall of more than 50 mm is called a rainstorm; therefore, we think they can
represent extreme rainfall characteristics to some extent. Wet days (annual count of days
when RR ≥ 1 mm) were also used in this study.

http://data.cma.cn/
http://cccma.seos.uvic.ca/ETCCDMI
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Table 2. Definitions of the 8 selected extreme precipitation indices.

Indices Description Units

PRCPTOT Annual total precipitation in wet days mm
Wet Days Annual count of days when RR ≥ 1 mm day
R25 Annual count of days when RR ≥ 25 mm day
R50 Annual count of days when RR ≥ 50 mm day

SDII Annual total precipitation divided by the number of wet days
in the year mm/day

CWD Continuous wet days day
Rx1day Maximum daily precipitation mm
Rx3day Maximum precipitation for three consecutive days mm

2.4.2. Concentration Index (CI)

The concentration index (CI) is an index representing the contribution of high intensity
daily precipitation to annual total precipitation. The specific calculation steps are as follows.
First of all, the dry and wet days are distinguished within the limit of 1 mm/d; Second, the
new precipitation sequence is reordered from small to large. Then, the following formulas
are used to calculate Xj and Yj.

Xj = 100·∑
j
i=1 ni

∑N
j=1 nj

(1)

Yj = 100·∑
j
i=1 Pi

∑N
j=1 Pj

(2)

where n is the accumulated number of wet days, P is accumulated precipitation; N is
the total number of wet days; Xj is the percentage of accumulated wet days to annual
total precipitation days; Yj is the percentage of accumulated precipitation to annual total
precipitation.

Finally, the Lorentz curve is drawn on the Cartesian coordinate system with Xj as the
horizontal axis and Yj as the vertical axis. The calculation formula for CI is as follows:

CI =
0.5− A

0.5
(3)

where A is the area of the graph enclosed by the Lorentz curve and the X-axis and Y = 1.
For more details, please refer to previous studies [14,55].

2.4.3. Trend Test Methods

Because it is less sensitive to outliers than parameter statistics and does not need
normality or linear assumptions, the M–K test [56] is commonly employed in the assessment
of hydrometeorological time series. The calculation of the Mann–Kendall test is as follows:

Var(S) =
n(n− 1)(2n + 5)−∑e

i=1(ti − 1)(2ti + 5)
18

(4)

where e is the number of tied groups and ti is the number of data values in the ith group.
The statistical S test is as follows:

S =
n−1

∑
e=1

n

∑
i=e+1

sgn(xi − xe) (5)

where

sgn(φ) =


1 φ > 0
0 φ = 0
−1 φ < 0

(6)
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The statistical value S and variance value Var(S) are used to perform the normal
approximation Z test. The formula is as follows:

Z =


S−1√
Var(S)

i f S > 0

0 i f S = 0
S+1√
Var(S)

i f S < 0
(7)

The absolute value of Z indicates the significance of the sequence trend. A Z value of
plus or minus indicates an upward or downward trend.

2.4.4. Spatial Interpolation

Since it is a superior unbiased linear estimator with little spatial variation, the kriging
technique was chosen to do the spatial interpolation of local data [57]. The generic kriging
was employed in this study as previous research has demonstrated no substantial difference
between the most advanced geostatistics and the most basic kriging approach, with good
overall results in all circumstances [57–59].

3. Result
3.1. Spatial Analysis of Precipitation Indices

Figure 3 depicts the kriging interpolated distribution of eight precipitation indices in
Shaanxi Province from 1961 to 2017. In Shaanxi Province, all eight index values exhibit a
declining geographical distribution tendency from south to north. This means that among
the three regions in Shaanxi Province, the eight index values are the largest in Qinba
Mountains, the second largest are in Guanzhong and the smallest in Northern Shaanxi
Plateau. The lowest values of the five indices were observed in the Northern Shaanxi
Plateau in the state of Dingbian, with 364 mm of PRCPTOT, 66 wet days, 2.1 days of R25,
0.5 day of R50, 5.5 mm/day of SDII, 4.14 days of CWD, 39.7 mm of Rx1day, 52.3 mm of
Rx3day. While the maximum value of wet days and rx3day occurred at Ningqiang station,
the maximum value of all other indicators appeared in Zhenba station, ofwhich PRCPTOT
was 1311 mm, R25 was 12.5 days, R50 was 5.26 days, SDII was 9.4 mm/day, CWD was
7.57 days, Rx1day was 87.06 mm and Rx3day was 181.41 mm.

The spatial differences in the precipitation index may be caused by the differences in
latitude, climate, geography and geomorphology of the three regions in Shaanxi Province.
The distribution of yearly precipitation is more concentrated in the south and less concen-
trated in the north, which is heavily influenced by mountain terrain. The Qinling Mountains
restrict humid air from the south, resulting in less precipitation in the Guanzhong Plain
and northern Shaanxi Plateau. The Qinba Mountains area, which is south of the Qinling
Mountains is not affected by this. What is more, the humidity that reaches the southern
foot of the Qinling Mountains under the influence of the monsoon is lifted by the terrain
due to the movement of the air. The water vapor in the air cools down with the elevation
to form precipitation, making the precipitation in Qinba Mountains higher than Northern
Shaanxi Plateau and Guanzhong Plain.

The values of the eight indices at the 21 stations at the annual level are shown in
Figure 4. The extreme maximum value of PRCPTOT (Figure 4a) was observed at Huashan
station as 2678 mm in the year of 1973 and the lowest value was observed at Shenmu station
in 1965, with 215.2 mm. The highest values for wet days (Figure 4b), R25 (Figure 4c) and R50
(Figure 4d) were observed at Ningqiang station, with values of 205 days in 1964, and 20 days
and 14 days in 1981, respectively. The lowest number of wet days (Figure 4b) was 42 days at
Yulin station in 1995. The minimum and maximum values of SDII (Figure 4e) were observed
at Shenmu and Huashan stations and were 1.84 mm/day in 1965 and 24.3 mm/day in 1973,
respectively. The minimum and maximum values of CWD (Figure 4f) appeared in Suide
(2 days) and Liuba (18 days), for Rx1day (Figure 4g) they appeared in Shenmu (15 mm)
and Zhenba (253.3 mm), and for Rx3day (Figure 4h) they appeared in Dingbian (19.6 mm)
and Zhenba (388.6 mm), respectively.
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In the three regions, the degree of dispersion of the eight indices was highest in
Southern Shaanxi, second in the Guanzhong Plain, and lowest in the Northern Shaanxi
Plateau. The highest dispersion of PRCPTOT (Figure 4a), wet days (Figure 4b) and SDII
(Figure 4e) occurred at Huashan Station, while the highest dispersion of R25 (Figure 4c)
and R50 (Figure 4d) occurred at Ningqiang Station. It is worth noting that both Huashan
Station and Ningqiang Station are located in the Qinba Mountains.
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3.2. Trend Analysis of Extreme Rainfall Indices

The trends in the eight extreme precipitation indices from 1961 to 2017 are depicted
in Figure 5. During the research period, the five extreme precipitation indices of the three
natural areas in Shaanxi Province showed a fluctuating, decreasing tendency. However,
CWD, Rx1day and Rx3day are on the rise. In addition, the five precipitation indices are
largest in Southern Shaanxi, followed by Guanzhong, and smallest in Northern Shaanxi.
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Table 3 shows the changepoints in PRCPTOT from 1961 to 2017. It can be seen that
most of the transformation took place in the 1960s and 1970s.

Table 3. Changepoints of PRCPTOT obtained by M–K test.

Station Name Changepoint Station Name Changepoint

Yulin 1963/1965 Huashan 1980
Shenmu 1963/1970 Qindu 1975/1979
Dingbian 1969/1971 Liuba 1971
Hengshan 1962/1969 Fuoping 1975

Suide 1980 Shangxian 1976
Changwu 1974/1976 Ningqiang 1971
Luochuan 1979 Shiquan 1962/1977
Pucheng 1973/1977 Zhenba 1972/1985

Taibai 1978 Ankang 1962/1987
Yongshou 1979 Zhenping 1982
Wugong 1977

Figure 6 and Table 4 show the Mann–Kendall trend test distribution of eight pre-
cipitation indicators from 1961 to 2017. It can be seen from the figure that the spatial
distribution of the eight precipitation indices over 57 years are roughly the same. In the
northern Shaanxi and Guanzhong regions, six indices (except for Rx1day and Rx3day)
show different degrees of decrease. Only a few locations in southern Shaanxi demonstrated
an upward trend.

Table 4. Z value of precipitation-related indices.

Station
Name

Z Value

PRCPTOT Wet Days R30 R50 SDII CWD Rx1day Rx3day

Yulin −1.5005 −1.9872 * −1.5469 −0.8633 −0.2260 0.68421 0.026832 0.03354
Shenmu −1.2508 −0.5725 −2.3274 * −1.9664 * −1.0392 −0.2482 −0.19453 0.85862
Dingbian −1.7486 −0.1494 −1.8731 −2.6074 * −1.6553 0.18782 1.9386 1.5361
Hengshan −2.0857 * −2.9374 * −2.2885 * −2.1668 * −3.4994 * 0.80496 −0.98607 0.26832

Suide −3.0764 * −4.8898 * −2.7056 * −1.8076 −0.8517 −1.5831 −0.4159 0.70434
Changwu −4.0636 * −1.5246 −3.6653 * −3.9516 * −4.2378 * 2.0661 * 0.83179 1.5361
Luochuan −4.3653 * −4.2585 * −4.0747 * −2.8529 * −2.2953 * 2.8308 * 0.18782 0.31528
Pucheng −2.1973 * −3.2959 * −1.5302 −1.0463 0.2420 −1.724 −0.62384 0.95924

Taibai −5.4326 * −4.2689 * −4.7232 * −4.8290 * −6.4033 * −1.3483 −2.0459 * −1.8984
Yongshou −3.4659 * −2.4588 * −1.6610 −3.3024 * −2.8381 * −1.3483 −2.0459 * −1.8984
Wugong −2.7597 * −3.1717 * −1.9749 * −2.7466 * −1.0332 −1.8648 0.99949 0.71105
Huashan −6.5270 * −3.9064 * −5.8878 * −5.8029 * −5.4689 * −0.5903 −1.2879 −1.241

Qindu −2.3210 * −2.9851 * −1.1269 −1.3886 −0.3824 −1.4221 1.4623 1.1739
Liuba −2.5703 * −2.4427 * −2.0282 * −1.8050 −2.0473 * −1.3751 −0.57689 0.06037

Fuoping −3.6964 * −3.8644 * −1.9602 * −3.0057 * −2.0411 * −1.355 0.53664 0.28174
Shangxian −3.5051 * −4.0787 * −2.2827 * −2.4275 * −1.6802 0.34211 2.113 * 1.2209
Ningqiang −3.6653 * −4.1320 * −2.8688 * −1.6055 −2.3585 * −1.9453 −1.08 −1.0397

Shiquan −0.4750 −4.67418 0.7572 0.6953 2.3061 * 0.13416 0.060372 1.033
Zhenba −0.5755 −2.5504 * −0.1177 0.8044 0.5428 0.10062 0.14758 0.06708
Ankang −0.2661 −3.4365 * 0.7473 0.5492 1.1606 0.10062 1.1404 0.40919

Zhenping −1.5626 −0.4888 −0.7848 −1.1840 −1.2047 0.59701 1.8112 0.71105

Note: * represent a significant correlation at the 0.05 level.

PRCPTOT (Figure 6a) and wet days (Figure 6b) decreased significantly at all stations
in the Guanzhong region. In the southern part of northern Shaanxi and the northern part
of southern Shaanxi, PRCPTOT (Figure 6a) and wet days (Figure 6b) showed a substantial
decreasing trend. Regarding R25 (Figure 6c), except for the two stations (Shi Quan, An
Kang) in southern Shaanxi that showed a non-significant increasing trend, all other sites
showed a decreasing trend. R50 (Figure 6d) shows basically the same trend as R25, with
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three stations (Zhenba, Shiquan, Ankang) showing an increasing trend, and other stations
showing a decreasing trend. The trend in the SDII (Figure 6e) varies greatly among the
stations. The SDII of Hengshan Station in northern Shaanxi exhibited a substantial decline,
whereas other stations showed a non-significant decreasing trend. The SDII of three stations
in Guanzhong exhibited a non-significant decreasing trend, while four stations showed a
significant downward trend. In the nine stations in southern Shaanxi, four kinds of trend
appeared. Among them, four stations (Liuba, Fuoping, Huashan, Ningqiang) showed a
significant declining trend, two stations (Shangxian, Zhenping) showed a non-significant
declining trend, two stations (Ankang, Zhenba) showed a non-significant rising trend, and
one station (Shiquan) showed a significant rising trend. The CWD of all stations showed a
downward trend, but only Changwu and Luochuan showed a significant decline. Rx1day
and Rx3day have different trends at different stations, but neither showed a significant trend.
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Figure 6. Mann–Kendall trend test and Sen’s slope distribution of (a) PRCPTOT, (b) wet days, (c) R25,
(d) R50 and (e) SDII, (f) CWD, (g) Rx1day, (h) Rx3day. (Note: Since the Sen’s slope value of R50 and
SDII is extremely small, with the absolute value fluctuating around 0.01, kriging interpolation is not
able to show their differences, thus the slope results of these two indices were not evaluated).

3.3. Temporal and Spatial Distribution of Precipitation Concentration Index

Figure 7 displays the regional distribution of Shaanxi Province’s average CI value
from 1961 to 2017. The maximum CI was found in the south (Zhenba station) and the
minimum CI appears in the north (around Dingbian station) whether it is the annual CI or
the CI for each season. For seasonal CI, the spring CI at the annual scale (Figure 7a), ranges
between 0.4634 and 0.6251, the summer CI (Figure 7b) is between 0.5805 and 0.6461, the
autumn CI (Figure 7c) is between 0.5099 and 0.6301, and the winter CI (Figure 7d) ranges
between 0.2103 and 0.5465. At the annual scale (Figure 7e), the CI value ranges between
0.6364–0.6824. The biggest difference between the North and South occurs in the winter
CI (Figure 7d). The winter CI of five stations located in northern Shaanxi is 0.2104–0.2601,
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while the winter CI of the other 16 stations located in southern Shaanxi and Guanzhong
ranges from 0.3459 to 0.5461. The Northern Shaanxi Plateau is a typically arid area where
annual precipitation is low, the precipitation is mostly concentrated in the summer, and it
is dry in winter. Therefore, the winter CI value in northern Shaanxi is lower than that in
Guanzhong and the southern part of Shanxi Province.
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Figure 7. The spatial distribution of the average CI value of (a) spring, (b) summer, (c) autumn,
(d) winter and (e) annually from 1961 to 2020.

The yearly CI trend (Figure 8e) at five stations revealed a significant downward
trend, whereas the trend at nine stations was non-significant. The other seven stations
exhibited an upward trend that was not statistically significant (Figure 8e). Figure 8e also
demonstrates that the Sen’s slope in Shaanxi Province ranges from −0.0011 to 0.0005, with
the geographical distribution of the yearly Sen’s slope values indicating that the north is
small and the south is big.

In various seasons, the geographical distribution of Sen’s slope values exhibits signifi-
cant changes. In particular, in summer (Figure 8b) and winter (Figure 8d), they show an
almost completely opposite spatial distribution. In summer (Figure 8b), the Sen’s slope is
higher in the south of the province and lower in the north. In winter (Figure 8d), it is lower
in the south and higher in the north. The Sen’s slope in spring (Figure 8a) and autumn
(Figure 8c) showed relatively similar spatial distribution characteristics, with the highest in
the south, the second in the north, and the lowest in the middle.

The M–K trend test of the four seasons showed roughly the same spatial distribution
as the Sen’s slope. Stations with a significant decrease in CI basically appeared in places
with low Sen’s slope values. The spring CI (Figure 8a) of two stations showed a significant
reduction, 14 stations demonstrated a non-significant decrease, and five sites demonstrated
a non-significant upward trend. In terms of the summer CI (Figure 8b), four stations
exhibited a significant reduction, 11 stations showed no statistically significant decrease,
and six stations showed no significant increasing trend. The CI of five stations showed
a significant reduction in the autumn (Figure 8c), 11 stations exhibited a non-significant
decreasing, and five stations displayed a non-significant upward trend. In the winter, the
CI at four sites demonstrated a highly substantial decline, eleven showed a non-significant
decline, and six showed a non-significant increasing trend. Table 5 displays the CI Z values
for each station.
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Province.

Table 5. Z value of CI.

Station
Name

Z Value

Annual Spring Summer Autumn Winter

Yulin −2.0858 * −0.8398 −1.3010 −2.3061 * 0.4268
Shenmu −2.3474 * 0.1170 −2.0101 * 0.2272 1.0670
Dingbian 0.9087 −0.0551 1.0257 0.5301 0.5782
Hengshan −2.3887 * −0.2478 −2.5057 * −1.1496 −0.1377

Suide −2.7329 * −2.0170 −1.6728 −2.8224 * −0.5576
Changwu 0.5438 0.2341 0.0069 −1.3699 0.7572
Luochuan −1.1427 −0.1308 −0.9087 −2.3130 * −0.1790
Pucheng −3.1528 * −2.5333 −1.6108 −1.9550 −1.1427

Taibai −1.7003 −0.7503 −3.4626 * −1.8793 0.6884
Yongshou 0.0138 −1.2735 −0.7572 0.4130 −0.5851
Wugong −0.6264 −0.7503 −2.2304 * −1.2804 −1.9412
Huashan −0.6884 −1.5282 −0.9224 0.7435 −0.8949

Qindu −0.9018 −0.7435 −0.8949 −1.1496 −1.8999
Liuba 0.2341 0.1996 2.2786 * −1.0257 −0.5232

Fuoping 1.0050 0.4406 0.1928 0.0826 −1.5420
Shangxian −0.2341 −1.3424 −0.5094 −1.5007 −1.3217
Ningqiang −1.2873 −0.4819 0.9362 −0.3235 −3.2905 *

Shiquan −1.7347 −0.5369 −1.7967 −2.3956 * −2.3543 *
Zhenba 0.5163 −0.1101 −1.0463 −0.1377 0.6953
Ankang −1.2529 −0.4130 −0.9293 −1.7416 −3.2629 *

Zhenping 1.4731 0.9500 0.0207 −0.0895 −1.0395
Note: * represent a significant correlation at the 0.05 level.

4. Discussion

In Shaanxi Province, the geographical distribution of precipitation and precipitation-
related indicators is characterized by a high in the south and a low in the north. This is
consistent with other research in China [60–65]. Many scholars have studied the climate
change in Shaanxi Province. Some researchers have looked at changes in drought indices
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and found that under climate change conditions, the drought severity increases with the
decline in precipitation and higher water demand as a result of the temperature increase [60].
Zhang et al. [66] combined with hourly precipitation data from automatic stations and
deformation satellite data from the climate Prediction Center from 2008 to 2015, the diurnal
variation and difference in precipitation and precipitation frequency in southern Shaanxi
and northern Shaanxi were analyzed. The results showed that the frequency and amount
of rainfall showed a decreasing trend from south to north, and the zonal variation under
topography was the most important feature.In our study, we calculated 8 precipitation
indices and CI. PRCPTOT and wet days both exhibited a downward trend in Shaanxi
Province over the research period. However, SDII has shown an increasing trend in some
stations in the south of Shaanxi Province, such as the Shiquan station, which has shown a
significant increasing trend. The R30 and R50 at more than half of the stations indicated
a substantial downward trend. In summary, the precipitation-related indices for most of
the stations in Shaanxi Province show a downward trend. This is consistent with previous
research [67]. The reduction in precipitation in the basin will seriously affect the ecosystem
and hydrological cycle. Specifically, changes in precipitation will cause changes in runoff
and affect the recharge rate of groundwater, power generation in hydropower stations,
thus affecting the water supply system. On the agriculture demand side, insufficient
soil moisture caused by low precipitation may threaten both paddy fields and dry land.
Ultimately, the natural and social processes of the entire Shaanxi Province will be influenced
by the temporal and geographical distribution of precipitation [68,69].

Annual and seasonal CI spatial distributions exhibited the same features as PRCPTOT.
However, the trend of annual CI and PRCPTOT shows a positive correlation at 14 stations,
and a negative correlation at 7 stations. As pointed out by Li et al. [30], the positive trend
in PRCPTOT and CI may increase the flood risk, because a large amount of precipitation
and a high concentration index indicate that heavy rainfall is possible. On the contrary, low
PRCPTOT and high CI indicate that more dry periods can be observed.

Understanding how ENSO influences the full course of the seasonal rainfall in East
Asia is just as essential as concentrating on the wettest season [65]. The rainband in East Asia
exhibits a considerable meridional excursion with the season [26,70]. Given the significant
yearly movement, it is plausible to assume that the ENSO-affected region shifts with the
seasons. Furthermore, in certain places, spring and autumn rainfall are a significant portion
of total annual rainfall, which makes seasonal variability crucial. In southern China, spring
rainfall and variability are comparable to summer, whereas in central Japan, fall rainfall
and fluctuation are comparable to summer. [71]. In certain epochs, the Indian monsoon
circulation interacted with regional circulations in northern China, whereas in others, such
connection was disrupted. When the interaction was active, ENSO-related changes in the
Indian monsoon, such as those caused by El Nino or La Nina, were extended to effect
rainfall variations in northern China, resulting in a teleconnection between ENSO and
northern China rainfall. Jiang et al. [72] found that the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO)
exerted greater impacts on PRCPTOT than other EPIs and greater in the Guanzhong Plain
than northern Shaanxi and southern Shaanxi Province. The ENSO influence waned when
the connection was weak or non-existent [73]. This might explain why CI in Shaanxi
Province is seasonal.

In our work, two types of PRCPTOT and precipitation CI relationships were observed.
On the one hand, a decrease in PRCPTOT was accompanied by an increase in the CI,
whereas the other type of relationship showed a decrease in PRCPTOT, and the CI also
decreased. The first type of relationship was observed at seven stations, one of which
was in northern Shaanxi, two in Guanzhong, and four in southern Shaanxi. The second
relationship was observed at 14 stations. A station that exhibits the first relationship
between PRCPTOT and CI may have an increased risk of drought and/or flood disasters
events near the station. In addition, more than half of the stations with the first relationship
between PRCPTOT and CI are located in southern Shaanxi. The climate characteristics of
southern Shaanxi are already very humid and the annual rainfall is relatively high (more
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than 1300 mm/year). So, there may be a greater risk of flood disasters at stations that
show the first type of relationship between PRCPTOT and CI in the rainy season. However,
stations in northern Shaanxi that show the first type of relationship between PRCPTOT
and CI should pay attention to the threat of drought in the dry season. As there is not
much rainfall, the more concentrated precipitation may cause more aridity in the non-rainy
season. Previous studies have shown that precipitation and temperature in the region will
increase from south to north in the future, with the largest increase in the west [74]. In
the middle and late twenty-first century, due to significant increases in temperature, the
aridification trend in northern Shaanxi may be aggravated.

The second relationship between precipitation and CI may mean that precipitation will
become more uniform and lesser. However, attention should be paid to flood prevention
at some stations, such as Shiquan and Ankang. Although the annual precipitation and CI
at these stations show a decreasing trend, R30 and R50 are increasing, implying that the
frequency of severe precipitation occurrences may rise, and these places still have a higher
risk of flood disasters.

Our research found that at most stations in Shaanxi Province, the five extreme pre-
cipitation indicators all showed a downward trend from 1961 to 2017. The CI values for
practically all stations in the study region, indicate an increasing trend, which correlates
to a considerable rise in severe precipitation occurrences in recent years. Global warming
may be one of the main factors contributing to this phenomenon [75]. Research on the
relationship between precipitation concentration and climate change is helpful for dealing
with natural disasters caused by climate change. Precipitation concentration and the ele-
ments that govern it have received less attention in earlier research on the distribution of
precipitation throughout time and space. In future research, we should pay more attention
to this.

5. Conclusions

Shaanxi Province is in the transition zone between a semi-arid and a humid zone.
There are great spatial differences in climate in Shaanxi Province. There are few studies on
long time series extreme precipitation indices and precipitation concentration in Shaanxi
Province. Research on extreme precipitation events in Shaanxi Province could provide a
reference for responses to climate change and the formulation of disaster prevention and
mitigation plans in the province. The temporal–spatial variation features of precipitation
and its concentration at various sites in Shaanxi Province, China, were investigated in this
research from 1961 to 2017. The following conclusions can be drawn from this study.

(1) All of the precipitation-related indices considered in this study have a geographical
distribution. That is, the southern value is large and the northern value is small. In terms
of changing trends in the northern Shaanxi and Guanzhong regions, the precipitation-
related indices all show decreasing trends, only a few stations in southern Shaanxi show an
increasing trend.

(2) The spatial distribution of the CI in Shaanxi Province and the precipitation-related
index are basically the same. Both the annual CI and seasonal CI trends showed a decreasing
trend in more than two-thirds of the stations in the study area. This means that the precipitation
concentration in most parts of Shaanxi Province is developing in a decreasing direction.

(3) Considering the precipitation-related index and CI, there are mainly two types of
relationships between the development trends of the two in Shaanxi Province. The first
relationship (a decrease in PRCPTOT accompanied by an increase in the CI) may mean
an increased risk of drought and/or flood disasters events. The other type of relationship
(a decrease in PRCPTOT, and a decrease in CI) may mean that precipitation becomes
more uniform. However, at some special stations, we should still be alert to the threat of
flood disasters because the analysis of R30 and R50 found that the frequency of extreme
precipitation events in these areas has an increasing trend.
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